
‘I have to move mobile products more 
than 10 times or over a distance of 

more than 300 meters per day.’ 

‘I have to bend or twist my upper body 
while I maneuver in small spaces 
or I have to start, stop and change 
direction often.’ 

I need to drive over uneven or diffi  cult 

fl oors or my route includes slopes.’ 

‘The weight of the product
I have to move is over 100 Kg.’

Experience esense

Intuitive drive support 
Move heavy loads easily 

Full service
Development & production

Our development team combines expertise in mechanical,

electronics and software engineering. This enables us to develop 

our technology completely in house. Our engineers are available 

to assist in integration of esense  on any heavy product on 

wheels! Indes offers support in meeting all product requirements,

including the Machinery, Medical Device and EMC directives.

PowerTalk provides full insight in 
maintenance.

Our training and support program includes PowerTalk, a powerful 

PC app that connets to all esense products. PowerTalk processes 

relevant system data and can be used for troubleshooting and 

preventive maintenance. Driving parameters and system settings 

can be tuned easily. This enables optimal usage, minimal 

downtime and a low service cost.

Backed by experience
Esense is a product by Indes, a 
renowned development and production 
company from the Netherlands. 

Since 1987
Based in the Netherlands

60+
Employees

5.000.000+
Satisfi ed users

esense-moves.com

How healthy is your work?
Risk assessment shows that physical overload is a problem in 93% 
of healthcare facilities. How large is your physical load?

Awareness is the next step in 
fi nding the right solution.

The esense ergometer helps to investigate if you are 

at risk for physical overload injuries. Advanced sensor 

technology allows to monitor the interaction forces 

between you and the product you are moving. 

Monitoring these forces is important in order to create 

a safe and healthy working environment. Results are 

presented in relation to international health and safety 

legislations. Based on that information it can be 

determined what type of further action is needed.  

For more information please 

visit esense-moves.com

For more information please 
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Does this sound familiar?

If you recognise your own work in one or more of these 

remarks you might be working in an unsafe situation. 

Esense could be just the solution for you! 



Discover esense

33% of absence through illness 
is related to physical 

overload injuries.

One fi fth of healthcare 
workers are aged 50 or 

over. An ageing patient 
population increases 

work pressure.

Facts on workplace health
“The more gentle you control the lift, the 
easier it moves. You are rewarded for 
making only a small physical effort.”

Bart Brinkhuis 

Ergocoach and Personal attendant, 
care facility Estrade, Liberein*

“The days we needed our full 
body weight to move the patient 
are history. Now we control the lift 
with just a fi nger!”

Joanne Pauëlsen 
Personal attendant, care facility 
Estrade, Liberein*

Liberein is a care facilitator in the eastern part 

of The Netherlands. Esense patient lifts were 

introduced in 2014 to reduce absence through 

physical injury. Nowadays 15 esense lifts are 

in use. Practical use of these lifts was closely 

monitored in a case study.

Find more case studies online at 

esense-moves.com

85% of healthcare workers suffer 
from physical complaints.

60% - 70% of healthcare 
workers experiences back pain.

50% of patient 
transport is carried 

out by two persons.

Esense makes the difference

Patient lifts Device trolleys Hospital beds Facility trolleys Medical equipment

Esense is the ideal solution for heavy mobile 

care products. The smart system includes 

an electric drive wheel and force sensitive 

sensors. The sensors feel the natural push 

force of the user and transfer this to a 

smooth intuitive drive support. The high 

forces required for maneuvering products 

like beds, patient lifts, medical equipment 

and trolleys are eliminated. 

Esense makes it possible to 

move these products in a natural 

and easy way, regardless whether the 

routes are long, over thresholds and slopes 

or while maneuvering in small spaces. Heavy 

products are moved around as if they only 

weigh a couple of kilograms.

Results
Monitoring daily work with 

patient lifts at Liberein 

with the esense ergometer 

clearly shows the benefit of 

esense drive support. Both 

peak forces and frequency 

of occurence are reduced to 

acceptable and safe levels.
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of users feel they are in full 
control when maneuvering 
an esense patient lift.

of users experience 
more fun when working 
with esense.

of users report a reduction 
in neck complaints and 20 
– 25% report a reduction in 
shoulder/ wrist complaints. 
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